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1. INTRODUCTION
In the theory of dynamical systems a variety of subsets of the state space
V are used to characterize the asymptotic behavior of a discrete time
dynamical system f on V. Such sets are typically of one of the following
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three broad categories:
 .1 Sets of points which indi¨ idually have some kind of recurrence
property such as a and v limit points, nonwandering points, or chain
w xrecurrent points, cf. 1, 15, 21, 26 .
 .2 Sets of points which collecti¨ ely are attracting in some sense, c.f.
w x18, 23, 24 .
 . w x3 Support sets of invariant measures, cf. 6, 15, 21 .
These classifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Indeed,
important examples, such as the Birkhoff minimal center of attraction,
have natural connections with all three.
w xRecall that the minimal center of attraction 21, 26 of a single-valued
dynamical system f on the compact metric space V is the minimal closed
set A ; V such that
 4 na n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : f x g U 4 . .0
lim s 1,
NNª`
for each point x g V and for each open neighbourhood U of A. Here,0
 .a S denotes the cardinality of a set S. This standard definition obviously
w xfalls into the second category above. It is a well known result 21, 26 that
the center of attraction is the smallest closed set containing the support of
each invariant measure of f , and so the third category is also involved. In
addition, a description of the minimal center of attraction in terms of the
 .category 1 is also natural: if f is continuous, then the minimal center of
attraction coincides with the collection of points x g V such that for each
neighbourhood U of each such point x there exists a point y g U , forx x
 j . 4which the corresponding trajectory f y , j s 1, 2, . . . visits U withx
non-zero frequency. This description, well known in mathematical folklore,
will be proved as Lemma 1 below.
Dynamical systems with discontinuous or multi-valued characteristics
have attracted considerable attention in recent years in differential inclu-
w xsion theory 2, 14 and, in particular, control systems with sliding modes
 w x .see 12 and the references therein . They are used heavily as mathemati-
 w xcal models of systems with hysteresis see 19, Chaps. 5]7 , and the
. w xreferences therein , in billiards theory 6 , and in the study of Lorenz map
w x17, p. 96 . Recall also the importance in number theory and other
applications of the ergodic theory of piecewise continuous single-valued
 w x .dynamical systems see 6, 22 and the references therein . For such
systems the robustness of certain forms of behavior to perturbations and
noise is often of particular concern.
The objective of this paper is to propose and investigate a generalization
of the minimal center of attraction that is more useful for the analysis of
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systems subjected to perturbations or noise or discretization effects, in
many discontinuous and multi-valued systems. Specifically, we consider
 .discrete time dynamical systems on a compact metric space V, r gener-
ated by Borel measurable mappings f of V into itself. That is, with
y1 .f S g B for all S g B where B is the class of Borel subsets of V. We
 .emphasize that f can be multi-valued here with f x a nonempty subset
y1 .   .for each x g V, in which case f S is defined to be x g V: f x l S /
4B . Such mappings can thus be continuous or discontinuous, and in what
follows both single-valued and multi-valued mappings f will be considered.
Throughout the paper the dynamical system generated by f will be
referred to simply as the dynamical system f.
2. B-NONWANDERING POINTS AND THE MINIMAL
B-CENTER
A sequence y s y , y , y , . . . , is called a trajectory of a Borel measur-0 1 2
 .able multi-valued dynamical system f on V if y g f y for i s 1,i iy1
 .2, . . . . The set of all trajectories of f will be denoted by Tr f . Let f
denote the closure of the mapping f , that is, the multi-valued mapping on
 .V for which the graph Gr f coincides with the closure Gr f of the .
 .graph Gr f of f.
w xIn dynamical systems theory 21 a point x g V is said to be nonwander-
ing for a dynamical system f if for any of its neighbourhoods U there existx
n .arbitrarily large n such that the set f U intersects U . Here, a point xx x
will be called B-nonwandering if for every « ) 0 there exists a trajectory
 .y g Tr f for which
 4a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g O x 4 . .n «
inf ) 0,
NN
 .   . 4where O x is the open ball y: r y, x - « .«
A nonwandering point need not be B-nonwandering, even for single-
valued continuous systems. There can also exist points x g V which are
not B-nonwandering, but for any neighbourhood U of which there exists a
point y g U with
 4 na n g 0, 1, . . . , N , . . . : f y g U s `. 1 4 .  . .
 .The set of points satisfying 1 clearly coincides with the closure of the
totality of all v limit points the trajectories of the system f. Let us
consider a simple example.
< <EXAMPLE 1. Let V be the union of the circles z s r s 1 y 1rn,n
< <n s 1, 2, . . . , together with the limit circle z s 1 in the complex plane C.
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< <  . i <1yz <Define a mapping f : V ª V on the circle z s 1 by f z s ze .
< <Clearly, z s 1 is a fixed point of f and every trajectory starting on z s 1
approaches this point. In fact for every neighbourhood of z s 1 a trajec-
< <tory with z s 1 and z / 1 either always stays in this neighbourhood or0 0
leaves at most once, then returns and remains forever. To define the
mapping f on the rest of the set V choose a decreasing sequence c suchn
that
`
0 F c F 1, lim c s 0, c s ` 2 .n n n
nª` ns1
 .for instance c s 1rn is suitable and definen
rnq1 i <1yz <qc .n < <f z s ze , z s r . . nrn
< < < <In other words, points from z s r are mapped to the circle z s r ,n nq1
 < < .  .and are simultaneously rotated by the angle 1 y z q c r 2p in then
positive direction. Clearly, each trajectory z , z , . . . , starting at a point0 1
< < < <z g V with z - 1 approaches the circle z s 1. Since c ª 0, such0 0 n
trajectories always return to any given neighbourhood of z s 1 and remain
increasingly longer before leaving again. Consequently only the fixed point
z s 1 is B-nonwandering. However, the assumption ` c s ` and thens1 n
< <fact that c F 1 y z q c F 3 guarantee that such a trajectory must leaven n
any neighbourhood of z s 1 infinitely many times and must remain at
least one iteration outside a sufficiently small neighbourhood before
returning to it. Hence the trajectory will have an accumulation point z*,
< <which can depend on z , with z* s 1 and z* / 1. It is obvious that z* is a0
 .nonwandering point and satisfies 1 , but is not a B-nonwandering.
Some further examples in this direction can be constructed in line with
w xSubsection 6.12 of 26 . In particular, the set of B-nonwandering points can
constitute a proper subset of the set of central motions of a continuous
dynamical system, and a Poisson stable point x g V is not necessarily
 w x.B-nonwandering see definition in 27, pp. 40, 54 .
On the other hand, for discontinuous systems there can exist B-
nonwandering points which are not nonwandering.
w xEXAMPLE 2. Let V be the interval 0, 1 and define the mapping f of
 .  .  .V into itself by f 0 s f 1 s 1 and f x ' 0 for 0 - x - 1. Then 1 is the
only nonwandering point, whereas both 0 and 1 are B-nonwandering.
w xEXAMPLE 3. Let V be the interval 0, 1 and define the mapping f of
’ .  .V into itself by f x s 2 x mod 1 if x is rational and f x ' 0 otherwise.
w xThen 0 is the only nonwandering point, whereas all x g 0, 1 are
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B-nonwandering. To see the latter, note that by definition the graph of
 .the mapping f contains the graph of the single-valued mapping f x*’ w xwhich is defined by x ¬ 2 x mod 1 for all x g 0, 1 . Hence, the set of
B-nonwandering points of f is not smaller than the set of B-nonwandering
w xpoints of f . The last set coincides with 0, 1 because the expansive*
mapping f has an ergodic absolutely continuous invariant measure with*
w xfull support 6 .
We now can move to the main point of the paper, the definition of the
B-center of the system.
DEFINITION. The set of all B-nonwandering points of the dynamical system
 .f will be denoted by B f and called the minimal B-center of f.
By this definition the minimal B-center is a closed subset of V. In the
next section in Corollary 1 we will prove that the minimal B-center is
always nonempty. In the continuous single-valued case this coincides with
the Birkhoff minimal center of attraction.
 .LEMMA 1. For a continuous single-¨ alued dynamical system f the set B f
coincides with the minimal center of attraction of f.
w xProof. From the Birkhoff individual ergodic theorem 4, 6 it follows
 .immediately that each point x from the support Supp m of any f-invariant
measure m is a B-nonwandering. It remains to establish that if a point x is
B-nonwandering, then there exists a f-invariant measure m such that
 .  .  .x g Supp m . Since f is continuous we have Gr f s Gr f and therefore
there exists a sequence of points y satisfyingn
 4 ja j g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : r f y , x - 1rn . 4 . .n
inf ) 0.
NN
For each n s 1, 2, . . . , consider the sequence Sn. s mn., mn., . . . of1 2
probability measures on V defined by
ky11
n.
jm s d ,k f  y .nk js0
where d is the Dirac measure concentrated on the point y. Any weaky
limit point mn. of this sequence is obviously f-invariant. Hence, the
measure
` 1
n.m s m n2ns1
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is also an f-invariant probability measure. By the construction x g
 .Supp m , which completes the proof of the lemma.
 .However, for discontinuous systems the set B f is generally larger than
the minimal center of attraction. For instance, for the mapping f in
 .  4Example 2, B f is the set 0, 1 , while the minimal center of attraction of
 4  .f is the single point 1 . For the mapping f in Example 3, B f is the
w xwhole segment 0, 1 , while the minimal center of attraction of f is the
 4single point 0 .
These examples make it clear that the relationship between the minimal
B-center and the minimal center of attraction is analogous to that between
nonwandering points and the weakly chain recurrent points introduced
w xin 7 .
3. EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTIONS OF THE B-CENTER
The minimal B-center of a multivalued dynamical system also has
natural characterizations in the first and the third categories listed in the
Introduction. In order to show this, some additional notation and defini-
tions are required.
A Borel probability measure m on V is called semi-in¨ariant for f if
y1  ..  . w xm f S G m S for any Borel subset S g B 8 .
For the single-valued continuous mapping f a measure m is semi-in-
variant if and only if m is invariant. To prove this assertion we need only
explain that each semi-invariant measure is invariant. Let S be a given
Borel subset of V. By definition of semi-invariant measure, the relations
y1 y1  ..  .   ..  .m f S G m S and m f V _ S G m V _ S hold. Because f is con-
 y1 ..tinuous and single-valued, these relations can be rewritten as m f S G
 .  y1 ..  .m S and m f V _ S G m V _ S . Additionally, for single-valued f the
y1 . y1 .sets f S and f V _ S define a disjoint partition of V which, to-
 y1 ..  .gether with the last two inequalities, implies that m f S s m S .
Because S is an arbitrary Borel subset of V, f-invariance of m is proved.
The set of semi-invariant measures of a discontinuous or multi-valued
mapping is generally larger than its set of invariant measures and is often
w xa more natural context for the analysis of such a mapping, cf. 3, 9 .
Semi-invariant measures were called just invariant measures for closed
w xmappings 3, p. 350 ; a related concept of a subinvariant function is given
w x .in 20, p. 130 for Frobenius]Perron operators.
 4EXAMPLE 4. The Dirac measure concentrated at the point 0 is semi-
invariant, but not invariant for the mapping f in Example 2.
 .Let M f denote the minimal closed subset of V which contains the
support of each semi-invariant measure for the system f and denote by
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 .A f the minimal closed set of A ; V such that
 4 na n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : f x g U 4 . .0
lim s 1
NNª`
 .for each trajectory y g Tr f and each open neighbourhood U of A.
The main result of the paper provides equivalent characterizations of
the minimal B-center.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. B f s M f s A f for any Borel measurable single- or
multi-¨ alued mapping f defined on a compact metric space V.
Proof. To prove the first equality,
B f s M f , 3 .  .  .
the following assertion, which may be considered a very weak analogue of
the Birkhoff]Khinchin ergodic theorem, is required. Its proof will be given
in the Appendix.
LEMMA 2. Let m be a semi-in¨ariant measure for a Borel measurable
 .mapping f on V. If S is a closed subset of V for which m S ) b ) 0, then
there exists a trajectory y s y , y , . . . , y , ??? of f such that1 2 n
 4a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g S 4 .n
inf G b . 4 .
NN
From this lemma it follows immediately that each point x from the
 .support Supp m of any semi-invariant measure m of f is B-nonwandering,
 .  .so M f : B f . It remains then to prove the inclusion
B f : M f , 5 .  .  .
or what is the same, that for each B-nonwandering point x there exists a
 .semi-invariant measure m of f such that x g Supp m . Since the definition
of B-nonwandering point for each positive integer n there exists a se-
quence
y n s y n. , y n. , . . . , y n. , ???0 1 k
satisfying
n. n.y g f y , k s 1,2, . . . , .k ky1
and
 4 n.a k g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : r y , x - 1rn 4 . .k
) 0.
N
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For each n s 1, 2, . . . consider the sequence Sn. s mn., mn., . . . , of1 2
probability measures on V defined by
ky11
n.
n.m s d .k  y .kk js0
Clearly, any weak limit point mn. of this last sequence is an f-semi-invariant
probability measure and so the measure
` 1
n.m s m n2ns1
 .is an f-semi-invariant probability measure. By construction, x g Supp m .
 .  .The inclusion 5 thus holds and the validity of the equality 3 follows.
 .  .For the proof of the second equality, B f s A f , the inclusions
A f : B f and A f = B f 6 .  .  .  .  .
 .will be considered separately. Suppose that the first inclusion in 6 is not
 .valid. Then there exists an open neighbourhood U > B f , an « ) 0, and a
 .trajectory y g Tr f , such that
 4a k g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g U 4 .n
lim F 1 y « .
NNª`
Denote by l any weak limit point of the sequence of probability measures
Ny11
l s d .N  y .nN ns0
 .  .  .By definition, Supp l o B f , which contradicts the equality B f s
 .  .M f . Thus the first inclusion in 6 must be true. On the other hand,
 .suppose that the second inclusion in 6 is false, so that there exists a
 .B-nonwandering point x with x f A f . Then, because x is B-nonwander-
« .ing, for each « ) 0 there exists a trajectory y of f satisfying
 4 « .a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g O x . 4 .n «
inf ) 0. 7 .
NN
 .  .   ..Because of x f A f it follows that O x l O A f s B for sufficiently« «
small positive « . However, for « ) 0 satisfying the last inequality the
 .  .inequality 7 contradicts the definition of the set A f . Hence the second
 .inclusion in 6 must also be true. This completes the proof of the theo-
rem.
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w xBy Theorem 8.9.4 of 3, p. 350 the set of semi-invariant measures is
always nonempty. So the theorem above implies
COROLLARY 1. For any Borel measurable single- or multi-¨ alued mapping
f defined on a compact metric space V, the B-center is a closed nonempty
subset of V.
Theorem 1 is sometimes useful in analysis of general properties of
B-nonwandering points. Consider, for instance, the case when a multi-val-
y1 .ued system f satisfies f V s V. In this case f is defined on all V and
y1we can consider the measures which are semi-invariant for f .
LEMMA 3. A measure m is semi-in¨ariant for f if and only if it is
y1semi-in¨ariant for f .
Proof. Suppose that m is a semi-invariant measure for f. To prove
y1that m is semi-invariant for f we need to verify the inequality
y1 y1 .  ..  .m f S G m S for any measurable subset S of V, or equivalently
m f S G m S 8 .  .  . .
y1 y1 .  .because f s f holds in view of f V s V. It is sufficient to consider
 .   ..  .a closed set S. Let us suppose that 8 is not true, that is, m f S - m S .
 .Since f V s V we can rewrite the last inequality as
m V _ F ) m V _ S , 9 .  .  .
 .  .where F s f S . Now F is closed, so 9 implies for sufficiently small « ) 0
the inequality
m V _ O F ) m V _ S . 10 .  .  . .«
On the other hand, by the compactness of V and the closedness of S, we
have
y1f V _ O F : V _ S, « ) 0. . .«
y1 .   ..    ...This inclusion and 10 imply m V _ O F ) m f V _ O F , which« «
contradicts the semi-invariance of m with respect to f. Thus m is semi-in-
y1variant for f whenever it is semi-invariant for f. But, as mentioned
y1 y1 .above, f s f , which makes the situation symmetric and the converse
direction follows identically.
This lemma and Theorem 1 imply the following statement.
 .COROLLARY 2. Let f V s V. Then a point x g V is B-nonwandering
y1for f if and only if it is B-nonwandering for f .
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4. THE B-CENTER AND SPATIAL DISCRETIZATIONS
Consider a finite subset L of V to be a discretization lattice with space
step
h L s sup inf r j , x : j g L, x g V 4 .  .
jx
and define a metric r on V = V by2
r x , y , u , ¨ s max r x , u , r y , ¨ . 4 .  .  .  . .2
 4  .Choose a sequence L of lattices with lim h L s 0 and considern n ª` n
 4the sequence of multi-valued discretization mappings w , w : L ª L ,n n n n
n s 1, 2, . . . , defined by
Gr w s j , h g L = L : r j , h , Gr f F h L . 11 .  .  .  .  . 4 . .n n n 2 n
 .Points of the graph of w thus belong to a h L -tube about the graph of fn n
in L = L .n n
LEMMA 4. Let y s y , y , . . . be a trajectory of f. Then for each n s 1,0 1
2, . . . there exists a trajectory z n . s z n ., z n ., . . . of w satisfying0 1 n
 n ..  .r y , z F h L for n s 1, 2, . . . .n n n
n . Än . .Proof. From the definitions, for each n there exist points z , z gn n
L = L , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . satisfyingn n
n . Än .r z , z , y , y F h L , n s 1, 2, . . . . .  . . /2 ny1 ny1 ny1 n n
Thus, in terms of the metric r on V we have
r z n . , y F h L , n s 1,2, . . . , . .ny1 ny1 n
and hence, by the definition on r ,2
r z n . , z n . , y , y F h L , n s 1, 2, . . . . .  . . .2 ny1 n ny1 n n
 .  .On the other hand, y , y g Gr f impliesny1 n
n . n . n . n .r z , z , Gr f F r z , z , y , y . . . .  . . .2 ny1 n 2 ny1 n ny1 n
The last two inequalities imply that
n . n .r z , z , Gr f F h L , n s 1, 2, . . . . . . . .2 ny1 n n
The sequence z n . s z n ., z n ., . . . is then a trajectory of w with the0 1 n
required property.
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 .A trajectory h s h , h , . . . , h of some multi-valued mapping w of L0 1 p
into itself is called a cycle if h s h . The cycle is minimal if it does notp 0
contain other cycles of w. The next theorem characterizes points in the
minimal B-center in terms of cycles of spatial discretization mappings.
 .THEOREM 2. A point x g V belongs to B f if and only if , for each
 4  .« ) 0 and each sequence of discretization lattices L with h L ª 0, theren n
exists a positi¨ e integer K and a sequence
hn . « s h n . , h n . « , . . . , h n . « , n s 1, 2, . . . , 12 .  .  .  . 40 1 pn , « .
 .of minimal cycles of the spatial discretization mappings w of periods p n , « ,n
satisfying
a n g 0, . . . , p n , « y 1 : h n . « g O x 4 .  .  . 4 .n «
inf ) 0. 13 .
p n , «n-K  .
 .Proof. Suppose first that there exists such a sequence 12 . Then any
weak limit point m of the sequence m n . of probability measuresh « .
n . .uniformly distributed on the h « is semi-invariant for f and satisfies
Supp m l O x / B. .  .«
 .  .Hence x g M f and so by Theorem 1, x g B f . Note that we have not
 .used the fact that elements of the sequence 12 are minimal cycles of w in
this part of the proof.
 .It remains to show that for each x g B f and « ) 0 there exists such a
 .  .  .  .sequence 12 which satisfies 13 . Since B f s M f , there exists a
semi-invariant measure m with
m O x s b ) 0. . .« r2
By Lemma 2 there then exists a trajectory y of f such that
 4a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g O x . 4 .n « r2
inf G b
NN
and hence, by Lemma 4, for sufficiently large n there exists a trajectory
z n . of w for whichn
 4 n .a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : z g O x . 4 .n «
lim G b .
NN
Since the L are finite sets, for sufficiently large n there exist cyclesn
n .  n . n . n . 4j s j , j , . . . , j of the w satisfying0 1 pn . n
a n g 0, . . . , p n y 1 : z n . g O x 4 .  . 4 .n «
lim G br2. 14 .
p nn)K  .
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n . .  .The existence of a minimal cycle h « satisfying 13 then follows from
 .14 and from Lemma 7 which is stated in the Appendix.
Note that for a given sequence of lattices L the multi-valued discretiza-n
tions w from Theorem 2 are defined constructively. The problem ofn
construction of minimal cycles of w is a finite combinatorical problem,n
w xsee, for instance, 16, Chap. 8 . The optimal choice of the lattices Ln
themselves is a difficult practical problem that depends on the particular
mapping f under consideration.
w xIn 8, 10, 11 it was seen that the use of either multi-valued or random
discretization mappings allowed the dynamical behavior of f to be repli-
cated under spatial descretization. In the second case the original mapping
f is approximated by Markov chains on the lattices L . In this contextn
Theorem 2 takes the following form.
 .COROLLARY 3. A point x g V belongs to B f if and only if , for each
 .« ) 0 and each lattice sequence L with h L ª 0 there exists a sequencen n
 .  .M « of Marko¨ chains on L with transition probabilities p j , h ,n n n
j , h g L and a positi¨ e integer K such thatn
p j , h s 0 for r j , h , Gr f ) h L .  .  .  . .n n
and
inf m O x ) 0, . .n «
n)K
 .where m is any stationary measure of the Marko¨ chain M « .n n
w xSee 10 for further details.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Some additional notation and definitions are required for the proof of
w xLemma 2 and will be taken mainly from 11 .
The uniform probability measure on any finite subset S of V will be
denoted by m , that is, withS
1
m x s , for x g S, .S a S .
and zero elsewhere.
Let L be a finite subset of V. If a trajectory
h s h , h , . . . , h0 1 p
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 .of some multi-valued mapping w of L into itself is cyclic, that is, with
h s h , then the uniform measure m on h is semi-invariant for w. Somep 0 h
measures will be called semi-ergodic for w, if, in addition, the cycle is
minimal, that is, if it does not contain other cycles of w. A probability
measure m will be called semi-ergodic for the original mapping f on V if
any « ) 0 there exists a finite subset L of V and a multi-valued mapping
w on L with a semi-ergodic measure m of w satisfying1
d m , m F « and sup r j , h , Gr f F « . 15 .  .  . . .* 1 2
 .  .j , h gGr w
Here d is the Prokhorov metric which is defined by*
d m , m s inf « : m O S F m S y « , ;S g B , 4 .  .  . .* 1 2 1 « 2
where B is the totality of Borel subsets of V. Convergence in this metric
w xis equivalent to weak convergence 13, Theorem 3.1, p. 108 . The set of
semi-ergodic measures is generally broader than that of ergodic measures,
even for the simplest of continuous mappings.
< <EXAMPLE 5. Let V be the unit disc z F 1 in the complex plane C and
’ . < <  .let f be defined by f z s zr z for z / 0 with f 0 s 0. Then each
< <measure concentrated on the circle z s 1 is semi-ergodic. However, only
the Dirac measures concentrated at zero or at a single point of the circle
< <z s 1 are ergodic. Only the fact that any measure m whose support
< <belongs to the circle z s 1 is semi-ergodic needs to be explained. For this
it is sufficient to consider the case where m has no atoms and each
< <relatively open subset of the circle z s 1 has positive measure. Introduce
the distribution function of the measure m by
D u s m eic : 0 F c F u , 0 F u F 2p , 4 .  .
and further define, for each positive integer n, the real numbers j n. gk
w .  n..0, 2p , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, by D j s krn. Let « be a given positivek
 .number. Then we can choose a positive integer n s n « for which
  ..y1conditions n « - « and
max max j n« .. y j n« .. , 2p y j n« .. F « . 5k ky1 n« .y1
 .1FkFn «
 j kn« ..  . 4are satisfied. Also define the lattice L s e : k s 0, . . . , n « y 1 in V
 j n« ..ky1 . j kn« ..and a discritization mapping w : L ¬ L by w e s e , k s
 .  j n« .y 1n« .. .1, . . . , n « y 1, and w e s 1. By its definition, w has a minimal
 j1n« .. j n« ..n« .y 1 4cycle j s 1, e , . . . , e , 1 and so the measure m s m is semi-1 j
 .ergodic for w. By the construction both m and w satisfy 15 .1
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In practical terms, semi-ergodic measures are the semi-invariant mea-
sures that can be approximated by ergodic measures of nearby systems.
LEMMA 5. Let m be a semi-ergodic measure for a Borel measurable
 .mapping f on V. If S is a closed subset of V for which m S ) b ) 0, then
there exists a trajectory y s y , y , y , . . . , y , . . . of f such that0 1 2 n
 4a n g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 : y g S 4 .n
inf G b . 16 .
NN
Proof. By the definition of a semi-ergodic measure, there exists a finite
« .  .set C : V in fact the points of the corresponding minimal cycle and a
one-to-one mapping c « .: C « . ¬ C « . satisfying
a C « . l O S . .« s b « ) b , sup r j , c j , Gr f F « . .  . .  . .2« .a C . « .jgC
17 .
« . « . « . « . « . .Choose an element j in C and let j s c j , for i s 1, 2, . . . .0 i iy1
Consider the quantity
« .  4  e.p n s a j g 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 : j g O S y nb « .  .  . 4 /j «
for the periodic sequence j« . s j « ., j « ., . . . and let n« . be such that0 1
« . « ..  « . .4r n s min p n . Thenn
 4 « .« .a j g 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 : j g O S G kb « .  . 4 /n qj «
for each positive integer k, and thus
 4 « .« .a j g 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 : j g O S . 4 /n qj « G b . 18 .
k
Define
h « . s j « .« . , n s 0,1,2, . . . . 19 .n n qn
 .Then 18 can be rewritten as
 4 « .a j g 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 : h g O S . 4 /j « G b .
n
Let the sequence y s y , y , . . . be a componentwise accumulation point0 1
 .  .of the sequences 19 as « ª 0. Then y is a trajectory of f by 19 and the
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 .  .  .  .second inequality of 17 . At the same time y satisfies 16 by 19 , 18 , and
 .the first inequality 17 . This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
Note that the type of reasoning in the above proof is typical of that in
w xthe standard proof of the Maximal Ergodic Lemma 6 .
To assert Lemma 2 from Lemma 5 it remains to establish
LEMMA 6. Let m be a semi-in¨ariant measure for a Borel measurable
 .mapping f on V and let S be a closed subset of V for which m S ) b. Then
 .there exists a semi-ergodic measure m with m S ) b.* *
 .Proof. The set S f of all semi-invariant measures is by definition a
convex and closed subset of the set of all probability measures and by the
w xKrein]Milman theorem 5, p. II.55 it is the closed convex hull of its
extreme points. In particular, there exists an extreme point m of the set*
 .  .  .S f such that m S ) b , because m S can be considered as a continu-*
ous linear functional on the set of finite Borel measures on V with the
weak topology. It remains to show that m is semi-ergodic. To this end we*
need the following auxiliary result which is an analog of a famous Birkhoff
theorem about the structure of double stochastic matrices, see for instance
w x25, Theorem 3.3 .
LEMMA 7. Let w be a multi-¨ alued mapping of finite set S into itself. Then
each semi-in¨ariant measure for w can be represented as a con¨ex combina-
tion of semi-ergodic measures.
w xFor a detailed proof of this see Appendix B in 11 . Clearly, an invariant
measure of a mapping of a finite set is semi-ergodic if it is generated by a
minimal cycle of w. Hence, from this lemma it follows immediately that
 .COROLLARY 4. Let L be a finite set and w be a multi-¨ alued mapping
L ª L. Then the set of semi-in¨ariant measures of w is closed and con¨ex
and each extreme point of this set is a measure generated by a minimal cycle
of w.
We now return to the proof of Lemma 6. Now choose a sequence of
 .  .lattice L with h L ª 0 and define mappings w by 11 . Let us shown n n
first that
sup w j , h , Gr f ª 0 20 .  . . .2
 .  .j ,h gGr wn
 .  . w xand S w converges to S f in the Hausdorff metric 14, 20 , that is, withn
both
sup inf d m , l ª 0, sup inf d m , l ª 0. 21 .  .  .
 .  .mgS f lgS w .  . nlgS w mgS fn
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 .  .  .Indeed, the relation 20 holds by h L ª 0. The first of relations 21 ,n
 .  .the upper semi-continuity of the set S f , follows from 20 . Now consider
 . n .  n .the second assertion 21 . Define a Borel partition S s S ,1
n . n . 4 n .  . n .  . iy1 n .S , . . . , S by S s O j ; S s O j _ j S , i s 2,2 nn . 1 « 1 i « i js1 j
 .  .  .  .3, . . . , n n , where n n s a L , « s h L , and j are enumerated ele-n n i
ments of L . For each measure m g P define a probability measure Pr mn n
 4.  n .  .by Pr m j s m S for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. By definition, d Pr m, m Fn i i * n
 .h L for each probability measure on V. On the other hand, the measuren
Pr m is semi-invariant for w if m is semi-invariant for f. Hence, supn n m g S f .
 .  .  .inf d m, l F h L and the second relation 21 is established.lg Sw . nn
 .  .Let us finish the proof of Lemma 5. By 21 , each extreme point of S f
 .is a limit of extreme points of S w . Hence, by Corollary 4, the measuren
m is a limit of measures generated by minimal cycles of w and, taking* n
 .into account 20 , the measure m is semi-ergodic. Lemma 6 is thus*
proved.
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